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We proposed seven issues for realizing “Innovative Growth” in the last meeting of 
the Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy. In order to tackle these issues, the Government 
should give priority to the following seven reform areas during the “takeoff period” toward 
the new growth economy. In the “Intensive Deliberations,” we should take up more urgent 
issues among them. 

It is indispensable for Japan to restore the sustainability of public finance in order to 
achieve economic growth. We aim at realizing the path of minimizing the financial burden 
on  the future  taxpayers by  combining  expenditurecut efforts and  tax revenue  increases 
through economic vitalization. Therefore, along with promoting the following reforms, we 
should lay out a clearcut direction for the upcoming fiveyear expenditure reduction decided 
by the Cabinet in the “Basic Policies 2006”. In doing so, a multiyear budget control system 
should be considered as well as a mechanism to prevent automatic tax revenue increases 
from being easily spent on expenditure expansion. 

1. Reforms Addressing Globalization 

i.	 Strategic promotion of economic diplomacy (acceleration  of EPA negotiations, 
mainly with Asia, and promotion of WTO talks) 

ii.	 Agriculture reform (competitive agriculture with the ability to export, agriculture that 
does not depend on border measures) 

iii.	 Enhancing the mobility of human resources, production equipments, money, the flow 
of information and the cultural exchange (the construction of an open economy, etc.) 

iv.	 Establishment  of financial and capital market with  freedom and discipline, which 
meet the needs of investors at home and abroad） 

2. Labor market reform 

i.	 Comprehensive reform of the labor market system (regulatory reform, balance 
between equal opportunities and corporate vitality, etc.) 



ii.	 Development, mobilization and diversification of human resources 
iii.	 Challengeagain assistance measures 

3. Reform to Improve Productivity 

i. Improvement of productivity in services sectors (regulatory reform, etc.) 
ii. Improvement of productivity  in  manufacturing industries, especially  small and 

mediumsized manufacturers (through industryacademia collaboration, etc.) 
iii. Improvement of productivity through technological  development  and innovation, 

intellectual property strategies and information technologies etc.. 

4. Tax reform 

i.	 Constructing a tax system to enhance the international competitiveness of the 
Japanese economy (corporate tax reform, etc.) 

ii.	 Fundamental tax system reform (comprehensive tax reform from a medium to 
longterm viewpoint) 

5. Decentralization reform 

i.	 Development of an effective "decentralization reform promotion plan" based on the 
Decentralization Promotion Law, and establishment of a  new  Comprehensive 
Decentralization Law  (Transferring central government’s authorities and 
responsibilities to local governments), and a “widerarea local government system 
(Doshu system)” aimed at vigorous regional economic zones 

ii.	 Comprehensive reform of local allocation tax, tax sources, subsidies and 
municipalities bonds 

iii.	 Supporting the efforts of the private sector to revitalize regional economies 

6. Social security reform 

i.	 Redesigning healthcare and nursing care markets (computerization, regulatory reform, 
cost structure reform, etc.) 

ii.	 Redesigning the preschool child care market (regulatory reform, etc.) 
iii.	 Developing a framework to establish sustainability of social security systems 
iv.	 Improving the credibility and transparency of social security systems (Social 

insurance agency reform, etc.) 



7. Government reform 

i. Civil servant system reform (free mobility of workers between public and private 
sectors, etc.) 

ii. Acceleration of administrative reform  (monitoring  on  the  implementation of the 
Administrative Reform Promotion Law, policybased finance reform, market tests, 
etc.) 

iii. Special accounts reform (including the incorporation of tax revenues earmarked for 
road development into generalpurpose revenues) 

iv. Public investment reform (review in terms of both quality and quantity) 
v. Independent administrative agency reform (check  possible deviation from  the 

original concept, etc.) 
vi. Government assets and debts management reform (implementation of the reform in 

line with the, “Basic Policies 2006”, reorganization of the existing special committee 
on this issue) 

The direction of the above reforms should be examined within this year and reflected in 
a new mediumterm policy (a “postStructural  Reform and Mediumterm Economic and 
Fiscal Perspective”) to be compiled in January 2007. 

The basic premise for the above reforms is appropriate macroeconomic management, 
which should be discussed occasionally at the CEFP. 


